June 14, 2023

RE: Scaletronix Models 5125 and 4302

Due to a component shortage and uncertain continued availability, Baxter is currently unable to accept orders for Scaletronix Models 5125 (Physicians Stand-On Scale) and Model 4302 (Diaper/Organ Scale).

Depending on the outcome of component sourcing issues, Baxter will either:

1. Resume accepting and honoring purchase orders for both the affected models.
2. Resume accepting and honoring purchase for either model 5125 or 4302, but not both.
3. Temporarily, to the extent allowed by component availability, resume accepting and honoring purchase orders for both affected models.
4. Temporarily, to the extend allowed by component availability, resume accepting and honoring purchase orders for either Model 5125 or 4302, but not both.
5. Announce End-of-Manufacturing for both Models 5125 and 4302 if we are unable to secure a reliable supply of required components.

Impacted order numbers are as follows:

5125-K-B  5125 PORTABLE SCALE, KG, NA_PCORD
5125-K-X  5125 PORTABLE SCALE, KG
5125-X-B  5125 PORTABLE SCALE, NA_PCORD
5125-X-X  5125 PORTABLE SCALE
4302-EK-B  DIAP/ORG - EXT CAP 5KG_G ONLY_EXT PWR
4302-EK-X  DIAP/ORG - EXT CAP 5KG_G ONLY_BAT ONLY
4302-EX-B  DIAP/ORG - EXT CAP 5KG W/ EXTERNAL POWER
4302-EX-X  DIAP/ORG - EXT CAP 5KG W/ BATTERY ONLY
4302-XK-B  DIAP/ORG - STD CAP 3KG_G ONLY_EXT PWR
4302-XK-X  DIAP/ORG - STD CAP 3KG_G ONLY_BAT ONLY
4302-XX-B  DIAP/ORG - STD CAP 3KG W/ EXTERNAL POWER
4302-XX-X  DIAP/ORG - STD CAP 3KG W/ BATTERY ONLY
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